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Abstract 

Time rules are central to the comparative analysis of political systems, yet they are 

rarely studied systematically. The fundamental time rule of democracy is power pro 

tempore, i.e. power delimited in time. By contrast, the timescape of the EU political 

system may be characterised as power ad tempus. Temporal structuring - notably 

doing things ‘at the right time’ - rather than delimitation is of fundamental importance 

(I). In characterising the EU timescape, the paper focuses on three dimensions. First, 

it examines the basic temporal challenges facing the EU political system. These 

include mobilisation; synchronisation; commitment and compliance over time; 

temporal autonomy; and, increasingly, democracy (II). Second, it indicates briefly the 

main time rules that the EU institutions follow. The temporal constraints of democracy 

have become more important at the EU level, but they do not and, arguably, cannot 

predominate (III). Third, the paper highlights why specific temporal challenges and 

time rules combine to encourage extensive recourse to temporal governing devices 

in EU governance (IV). The Conclusion makes a case for studying the EU timescape 

(V).   

 

1. Power Pro Tempore and Power Ad Tempus  

The temporality of political systems is one of their fundamental characteristics, but 

one that is neglected by political science. As Schedler and Santiso (1998) noted in 

their ‘invitation’ from the late 1990s to concentrate research on “political time”, “Time 

in its manifold manifestations represents a pervasive factor in political time”, but “as a 

rule, reflections on politics and time have remained unsystematic, implicit, and 

disperse, and our theoretical insights, conceptual tools, and empirical knowledge 

have remained severely limited’ (ibid.: 5).  

 

It is, perhaps, the very ubiquity of time in politics that discourages its systematic 

analysis. For example, Schedler and Santiso’s (1998) attempt to outline a future 

research agenda encompasses an extremely wide range of issues related to political 

time, including political systems’ time horizons, the role of time constraints, the 

importance of institutional time rules, time strategies and also time discourses. The 

temporal categories that can be analysed are, in themselves, numerous. What 

empirical work there is tends to focus on issues of temporal location (when does 
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something happen?); sequence (in what order do things happen?); and pace (how 

quickly do things happen) (Schmitter and Santiso 1998). But there are a host of other 

temporal dimensions that matter in political life, including, e.g., duration, deadlining 

and punctuality, rates of recurrence and cycles or rhythms (Meyer-Sahling 2007).  

 

The ubiquity of time acts as a deterrent to variable-oriented research, which, for 

analytical purposes, relies on the isolation of phenomena. Yet, analytical challenges 

and obstacles notwithstanding, temporality is decisive dimension in the comparative 

study of political regimes. As Linz (1998) has reminded us, it is a defining feature of 

democracy, as opposed to other regime types, that is pro tempore: power is given for 

a limited period of time. In particular, “the pro-tempore character of democratic 

government makes it essential that elections take place with reasonable frequency” 

(ibid.: 21). It is this basic delimitation which makes time a ‘scarce resource” (ibid.: 22) 

in democratic politics and makes elected politicians, in particular, an “harried elite” 

(ibid.: 29). The limited time budget, Linz argues, has a profound impact on the 

temporal ordering of the activities of governments and parliaments and on public 

policy, a point that many empirical studies of political business cycles, most 

prominently electoral cycles and fiscal policy, have borne out (Drazen 2001)  

  

If the temporality of politics in democratic states tends to be underexplored, this 

observation applies with even greater force to what is called here the EU timescape. 

According to Adam (2004: 143), a timescape can be understood as “a cluster of 

temporal features, each implicated in all the others but necessarily of equal 

importance in each instance”. Important dimensions of such a timescape include time 

frames, temporality, tempo, timing, time points, time patterns, time sequences, time 

extensions, and understandings of times past, present and future (ibid.: 144).    

 

Arguably the most distinct feature of the EU timescape, when compared to national 

democratic politics, is the fact its pro tempore quality is much less prominent. The EU 

timescape is not subject to “democracy’s time constraints” (Linz 1998) in the same 

manner as are the political systems of its member states. The time challenges that it 

faces; the time rules it follows; and the temporal structuring of its policy initiatives are 

distinctive. The EU timescape privileges power ad tempus, i.e., the emphasis is on 

temporal ordering, notably doing things ‘at the right term’, as the term suggests, and 

in the right sequence.   
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The remainder of this paper sketches some of the chief features of this distinctive EU 

timescape, with a focus on three dimensions (it is, thus, by necessity a very selective 

characterisation): temporal challenges; temporal rules; and temporal governing 

devices. As regards the first, the paper stresses the challenges of mobilisation; 

synchronisation, commitment and compliance over time; temporal autonomy; and 

democracy. The basic time rules followed by the EU institutions include electoral, 

selectoral1, rotatory and continuous principles against a background of long-term 

horizons that are less electorally bounded than at national levels. Temporal 

challenges and temporal rules combine to place particular prominence to the use of 

temporal governing devices in EU governance, something which might be called 

governing by calendar.  

 

2. Temporal Challenges in EU Governance 

The EU political system is faced with a number of fundamental temporal challenges 

that are critical to understanding its workings. These challenges have become more 

pronounced over time, as the number of participants with veto powers in EU 

decision-making has increased (through successive enlargements, but also through 

the progressive strengthening of the European Parliament); and as the acquis has 

broadened and deepened.    

 

Mobilisation: Time is a scarce resource and ‘making time’ is about giving attention to 

certain matters at the expense of others on which the limited ‘time budget’ could be 

spent. In EU governance, the challenge of mobilising the necessary temporal 

resources relates, in particular, to relations between the EU institutions and the 

political and administrative institutions of the member states. The latter have to ‘make 

time’ so as to allow the timely preparation of EU-level decisions; enable EU-level 

decisions to be taken ‘on time’, i.e., avoid unnecessary delays due to a lack of inputs 

from national policy-makers; and also, and in particular, ensure the timely 

implementation of such decisions. In all of this, there is a permanent danger that 

national policy-makers give temporal priority to national issues and concerns. This 

applies both to elected national politicians (most of whom operate within incentive 

systems that encourage them to give time to their national voters, constituencies, 

parties and interests rather than devote their time to ‘Europe’); and also to national 

officials who operate outside the EU core executive, i.e., those institutions that deal 
                                                 
1 I owe this term to Philippe Schmitter.  
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more or less exclusively with EU-related matters. Perhaps paradoxically, the more 

EU policy-making involves ministerial administrations across the board (rather than a 

select few ministries), the more conflicts over ‘making time’ are likely to increase. 

Such problems of mobilisation can be expected to be especially severe, where, as in 

the case of the German Federal ministerial administration since the early 1990s, 

progressive Europeanization has been accompanied by large cuts in the size of 

departmental staff. Mobilisation, in the sense of ‘making time’, is, therefore, 

especially problematic under conditions of a multi-level decision-making system in 

which incentives governing the allocation of the resource time are ill-aligned or even 

conflicting.   

 

Synchronisation: EU decision-making does not just require ‘making time’, but also 

acting at the ‘right time’. Synchronisation, i.e., making sure that a range of different 

activities is performed in a temporally co-ordinated fashion (and also 

polychronisation, where events happen within a consistent pattern of timing) is, 

therefore, fundamental. In the EU system, synchronisation and polychronisation are 

especially difficult to achieve for two main reasons. First, as will be discussed below, 

the Council of Ministers, the Commission and the European Parliament partly run to 

different clocks (the electoral synchronising effects that co-ordinate the work of 

national governments and parliaments are much less pronounced in the EU-level 

context). Second, the number of potential veto players is, of course, higher than in 

national contexts and the partisan alignment of preferences is weaker.     

 

Commitment and compliance over time: Remaining committed to decisions, once 

taken, and complying with obligations that have been entered into constitutes a 

special problem in the relations between the EU and the member states. First, given 

the turnover in national governments (the rate of turnover has increased substantially 

with the accession of the Central and Eastern European states), those supposed to 

commit and comply have often not had any part in the original decision. The 

temptation to reopen negotiations, to ignore decisions and to delay or avoid 

compliance is, therefore, high. Where Eurosceptism is rife and there is little common 

ground amongst domestic parties on EU policy, the likelihood of attempted defection 

increases.  

 

Second, compared to the national level, commitment and compliance devices that 

can be invoked at EU level are weak. For example, if we draw an, admittedly not 
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unproblematic, analogy between the Council of Ministers and national cabinets, key 

devices regularly employed to stop ministers from ‘defecting’ from collectively taken 

decisions and to ensure ministerial ‘reliability’ (Blondel/Manning 2002) do not operate 

at European level. This applies, e.g., to party programmes, coalition agreements or, 

as an ultimate sanction, the power of prime ministers to sack unreliable cabinet 

members. Moreover, in contrast to what tends to be the case in national 

governments, members of the Council of Ministers do not ‘hang together’, as they are 

not collectively answerable for their decisions either to an elected legislature or a 

common electorate. Almost constant changes in Council membership owing to 

changes of government in the 27 member states only exacerbate problems of 

‘reliability’. As will be discussed below, under these conditions, timetables, especially 

with long time horizons, can assume a crucial role not only as a monitoring, but also 

as a commitment and compliance device. By structuring the future, they seek to bind 

future entrants in decision-making. 

 

Autonomy: Autonomy is a key dimension of successful institutionalisation. Without a 

degree of temporal autonomy, i.e., the ability to follow its own clock, timetables and 

temporally sorted priorities, an organisation will be unable to achieve its substantive 

objectives. Of course, this autonomy can never be absolute; but, owing again to the 

multi-level character of EU governance, EU policy-making is especially sensitive to 

external influences. In particular, it is highly sensitive to the political and here, in 

particular, electoral calendars of the major member states. To give just one current 

example: the temporal planning of the initiative by the German EU presidency in the 

first half of 2007 to agree on the mandate of an Intergovernmental Conference has 

been heavily influenced by the timing of the French presidential elections, on the one 

hand, and the likely date of the resignation of Tony Blair, as British Prime Minister, on 

the other. No major substantive decisions could be taken before the French elections 

had taken place; at the same time, there was a widely held view that Blair would wish 

stay on until a deal on an intergovernmental conference had been reached. With the 

German presidency ending on 30 June 2007, the ‘window of opportunity’ was, 

therefore, very short.  

 

Temporal autonomy becomes more difficult to establish and maintain, the greater the 

number of member states and, perhaps even more importantly, the more European 

policy becomes subject to partisan and electoral competition within the member 

states. Signs of growing contestation of European matters in national electoral 
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contexts (Marks and Steenbergen 2004), thus, bear heavily on scope of the EU 

institutions in working to ‘their own clocks’.  

  

Democracy: Pressures for the democratisation of the European Union have given 

rise to attempts, in part successful, to subject the EU institutions to “democracy’s 

time constraints” (Linz 1998). The introduction of regular, quinquennial direct 

elections to the European Parliament has laid the foundations for electoral cycles in 

EU policy-making, although how important they are still needs to be investigated. 

Democratic time constraints have been reinforced through the progressive 

strengthening of the powers of the EP in the appointment of the Commission (Moury 

2007). The need for the approval of the President of the Commission by the EP; the 

need for the endorsement of the College of Commissioners by the EP; and the fact 

that the EP can force the College to resign link the Commission’s ‘selectoral’ 

mandate closely to the electoral mandate of the EP.  

 

3. Institutional Clocks: A First Survey  

The basic contours of the EU timescape are marked by rules and norms that stress 

cyclical change – electoral, selectoral and rotatory principles –, on the one hand, and 

ongoingness, long-termism and open-endedness, on the other.  

 

If of the triad of Commission, Council and European Parliament the latter is most 

easily comparable to national institutions, this has arguably less to do with its powers 

than with the temporal principle – fixed legislative terms, regular five-yearly elections 

– on which it is based. But this apparent similarity is, to some extent, misleading. In 

the European Parliament, the cyclicity of elections is not, of course, underpinned by a 

divide between government and opposition parties, so that cyclical elections do not 

hold the prospect of fundamental alteration. Moreover, both the comparatively high 

changes of MEPs from the party groups to secure re-election and the fact that EP 

elections tend to be fought as second-order national contests mitigate against 

electoral cycles assuming the same prominence in the temporal ordering of the EP’s 

business that one can observe, although, of course, to varying degrees, in the 

member states. Parliamentary political business cycles are even less likely.  

 

The length of the mandates of the President of the Commission and of the 

Commissioners do have a deep impact on the temporal structuring of the work of the 

Commission, as does the fact that the mandates are linked to the parliamentary 
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electoral cycle. They are key to the timing of initiatives and the planning of work 

flows. For example, the Commission bureaucracy needs to ensure that a sufficient 

number of major legislative initiatives have been developed up to a point where the 

incoming President of the Commission and his fellow Commissioners can quickly 

establish their own distinct policy profile. In this, the President of the Commission is 

at a temporal advantage. The President is appointed and approved prior to the 

appointment and approval of the Commissioners and he can use this period of time 

as a ‘window of opportunity’ to try to establish the new Commission’s policy priorities. 

This need to come up with new initiatives early on in the life of a new Commission 

also means that, towards the end of the Commission’s mandate, Commission 

officials will have little incentive to try to push proposals at the political level of the 

Commissioners, preferring, instead, to wait for the new incoming Commission. 

Similarly, outgoing Commissioners with little or no expectation of reappointment will 

not be interested in launching new initiatives and can be expected to concentrate on 

‘unfinished business’.  

 

As in the case of the Parliament, the temporal constraint arising from the need for 

approval and the possibility of dismissal of the College of Commissioners is 

tempered in a number of ways. First, as in national ministerial administrations, there 

is, of course, a corps of permanent officials whose time horizons extend beyond the 

mandate. Second, as will be discussed below, it is one of the hallmarks of major EU 

policy initiatives that they extend beyond individual Commission mandates and 

parliamentary terms. One may mention, for example, the single market programme 

launched in 1986; the introduction of EMU in three stages from 1990; the Lisbon 

Strategy launched in 2000 with its 2010 deadline; or CEE enlargement. Third, where 

the Commission acts as a regulatory authority, notably in antitrust enforcement (Türk 

2006), the scope for the exercise of temporal discretion is greatly reduced.  

 

Finally, the work of, and interaction between, the Council of Ministers, the rotating 

Presidency of the Council and the European Council is governed by a set of formal 

and informal temporal rules that combine rotation and permanence. Because of their 

intergovernmental nature, the temporal ordering of the activities of these institutions 

is also especially sensitive to interference by national (notably electoral) clocks. The 

work programme of the rotating half-year Presidency, co-ordinated with the 

Commission’s annual strategic work programme, acts as an important mobilising 

device, since the success of Presidencies is in part measured by their ability to 
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deliver on the deadlines set in the working programme. It is precisely this dynamic 

which, at first sight paradoxically, allows the ‘discontinuous’ institution of the 

European Parliament to exert concessions from the ‘permanent’ institution of the 

Council of Ministers (see, e.g., Bergström et al. 2007). The formal and informal 

meetings of the European Council – usually two formal meetings per Presidency term 

– act as a further major mobilising force.  

 

The major elements of continuity in the Council of Ministers include the Committee of 

the Permanent Representatives (Coreper I and II), with its weekly meetings; similar 

top-level committees staffed with national civil servants in different policy domains; 

working groups; and also the Council’s General Secretariat. Coreper, in particular, is 

the institution that ‘keeps the clock ticking’. Thus, weekly meetings and other forms of 

exchange (such as weekly luncheons or informal trips) create a strong ‘dynamic of 

ongoingness in Coreper’s work’ (Lewis 2003: 289). Highlighting ‘insulation’ as one of 

the secrets of Coreper success, Lewis (2003: 291) quotes an unnamed permanent 

representative as stating “We are better placed to than the capitals to know what are 

the real interests of our countries. We are less exposed to the pressures, the short 

term problems of the time. This affects us much less” (emphases added). 

“Ongoingness” is further reinforced by the Council’s General Secretariat, which has 

been greatly expanded over the years, appears to have increasingly assumed a 

brokerage role and is charged with providing continuity in Council proceedings.    

   

Generalising about the institutionalisation of the EU timescape over the past decade 

or so, a contradiction becomes apparent. Democratising the EU through 

strengthening the EP and the parliamentary accountability of the Commission, in 

particular, must, if it is to be meaningful, imply that the EU political system becomes 

more bounded by democracy’s time constraints. Strengthening the parliament should 

also mean that EU decision-making is slowed down. This is not just because a new 

‘veto player’ is added. More fundamentally, there is a long tradition in political thought 

that notes the temporal differences in the modus operandi between gradual and 

relatively slow deliberative processes in parliaments and the capacity of executives to 

act swiftly and decisive. As Scheuerman (2004: 29) points out in the context of his 

discussion of “liberal democracy’s time”, the “traditional liberal democratic separation 

of powers (…) includes a decisive temporal subtext relating both to the speed of 

action and to differing time horizons of executive, parliamentary and judicial 

institutions”.  
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At the same time, however, there are important developments that can be read as 

attempts to further strengthen the ‘ongoingness’ of EU business and to shore up its 

temporal autonomy. Some of these have already been mentioned, such as the 

strengthening of the Council General Secretariat. Others include, e.g., the new 

programming and planning procedures in the Commission, the key components of 

which include multiannual strategic objectives decided at the start of a new College; 

an annual policy strategy; and annual legislative and work programme; an annual  

management plan; an annual activity reports for all DGs (Tholoniat 2007). The 

introduction of systematic ex ante legislative impact assessment in the Commission 

under the banner of ‘better regulation’ lengthens the preparatory policy process and 

helps to regularise it. Article I-26 of the draft Constitution also implies an extension of 

planning horizons, but also greater interinstitutional synchronisation,2 in that it 

envisages that the Commission “shall initiate the Union’s annual and multinannual 

programming with a view to achieving interinstitutional agreements”.    

 

  

4. Power ad Tempus and Temporal Governing Devices 

The temporal ordering of policy-making at EU level is both easier and more difficult 

than at national level. On the one hand, decision-makers in the European Parliament, 

the Commission and, at least at administrative levels, the Council of Ministers can be 

expected to be less susceptible to the influence of election timing and other time 

pressures than parliaments and governments in the member states. On the other 

hand, however, as noted at the outside, the multi-level system of the EU entails 

distinctive temporal challenges which mean that acting ad tempus, i.e., at the right 

time (including timing, sequence, speed, duration, etc.) often becomes the 

predominant preoccupation of EU policy-makers.  

 

In acting ad tempus, the malleability of time, its capacity of being ‘manipulated’, is 

critical. As Schmitter and Santiso (1998: 71) have noted in relation to 

democratisation, decision-makers “learn how to manipulate time, that is, to turn it 

from an inexorably limited, linear and perishable constraint into something that could 

be scheduled, anticipated, delayed, accelerated, deadlined, circumvented, 

prolonged, deferred, compressed, parcelled out, standardized, diversified, staged, 

staggered, and even wasted – but never ignored”. Some recent work, mostly by 
                                                 
2 I am grateful to Cesare Onestini for pointing this out to me.  
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American political scientists and predominantly dealing with American cases, also 

adopts this perspective, which stresses rational calculation, notably in the timing of 

political decisions and events (Smith 2003; Martin 2004 Caldeira/Zorn 2004; 

Frye/Mansfield 2004; Hettinger/Zorn 2005).  

 

Such calculations do, of course, take place within parameters, including formal 

temporal rules; formal institutional rules with temporal implications; external 

influences and disturbances on temporal planning; but also, and in particular, norms 

about ‘appropriate time’. For national settings, Goodin (1998: 41) has identified 

several motivations that might influence these calculations centred around the 

routines of “consultation and co-option on the one side and ritualistic, stylized conflict 

on the other”. Thus, in making calculations on ‘ripe’ and ‘unripe’ time, a range of 

factors will weigh on policy-makers mind, including coalitions politics, public mood, 

mood matching, framing effects, strategic manoeuvring, herd politics and copycat 

politics (ibid.). These calculations are not, of course, absent in EU policy-making. 

However, it is less the search for the electorally opportune moment that is 

fundamental to the temporal ordering of EU business than the temporal requirements 

outlined above. 

 

Temporal ordering is one aspect; another refers to the time horizons of decision-

makers. Since key actors in EU decision-making are less susceptible to the electoral 

rhythms than national decision-makers, they can afford to ‘take the long view’; but 

they also need to do so, not only for reasons of institutional complexity, but, in 

particular, because of the specific temporal challenges of synchronisation, 

mobilisation, commitment, consistency and temporal autonomy. These encourage 

extensive resource to temporal governing devices in an attempt to structure the 

future: they help to create a time budget; they serve as a means to allocate it; and 

they act to monitor and, if necessary, enforce decisions on temporal structuring.  

 

One prominent example of the sustained use of temporal governing devices in recent 

years has been enlargement  governance. Amongst the key devices employed in this 

context have been the establishment of time horizons; periodical monitoring; ‘rolling’ 

schedules; deadlining; and the use of ‘roadmaps’ indicating short-term and mid-term 

requirements and those that needed to be fulfilled in time for accession. Avery (2007) 

has recently discussed three examples of the use of such temporal governing 

devices in the context of enlargement, including the ‘medium term’ time-frame 
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employed in the 1996 Commission Opinions on the membership applications of the 

CEE states; the 2000 ‘roadmaps’ to structure the accession negotiations; and the 

‘accession date’.  

 

Establishing a time budget and allocating, monitoring and enforcing it posed 

particular challenges in the enlargement context. Reflecting the multi-level character 

of EU governance, the May 2004 enlargement raised profound problems of 

synchronicity (Eder 2004) between institutions and policy areas that move at different 

speeds. From the perspective of the EU-15, attention focused, in particular, on the 

widely perceived need to synchronise the reform of the EU’s own institutions and 

policies with the progressive integration of the new CEE members, so that the latter 

would be ‘ready for Europe’ and the EU ready for the new members. For example, 

both the planning of the timelines for the European constitution and the scheduling of 

negotiations over the future EU budget were strongly influenced by these 

considerations. From the perspective of the new CEE members – having moved 

through the status of applicants, candidates, and, eventually, acceding states – there 

was the problem of synchronising adaptive requirements– as monitored through the 

‘progress reports’ - with domestic political calendars and the gradual development of 

administrative and judicial capacities, in particular. There was also the crucial issue 

of synchronising timelines amongst the CEE states that joined in 2004; this was 

made all the more difficult owing to different starting conditions and the fact that 

Latvia, Lithuania and Slovakia opened the accession negotiations nearly two years 

after the other CEE states, but were required to complete the requirements for 

membership at the same time.  

 

Mobilisation and commitment and consistency also posed particular problems. The 

issue here was not just that policy-makers in the applicant countries needed to be 

mobilised to undertake a broad range of often costly reforms whilst the ultimate 

benefit – accession – was, at least at first, uncertain and its timing left deliberately 

open so as to give credence to conditionality. What was just as important was to 

galvanise the EU-15 and the Commission services into action. As Avery (2007) notes 

with reference to the adoption of ‘road maps’ to guide the accession negotiations, 

“the Commission’s road-map inserted an essential discipline into the accession 

negotiations by committing the member states to agree on positions by given dates. 

Within the Commission itself, the road-map also provided a necessary discipline, for 
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the task of preparing proposals for all the chapters of the negotiations required 

important technical and political input from the Commissioners and services 

responsible”.   

 

5. Why the EU Timescape Matters  

So far, this paper has advanced some arguments about the distinctiveness of the EU 

timescape in terms of temporal challenges faced; basic temporal rules followed; and 

the use of temporal governing devices. Of course, challenges, rules and temporal 

governing devices have only been sketched here. But even if research on the EU 

timescape in the framework of the CONSENT initiative and the DFG project will help 

to add detail and colour to this bare sketch, will it matter? In other words, why it is 

important to understand the EU timescape?  

 

First, paying systematic attention to the Eigenzeit of EU institutions and processes 

helps us to cast new light on ‘the nature of the beast’. The temporal orders of 

democratic and non-democratic regimes differ fundamentally (Linz 1998); so do 

democratic timescapes (Riescher 1994). The EU provides an institutional setting in 

which the traditional “temporal subtext” (Scheuerman) of the liberal democratic 

separation of powers does, at best, only operate in part. Understanding the 

distinctness of the EU’s temporality is, therefore, a key challenge to comparative 

government. 

 

Second, and following on from the first point, temporality is critical to understanding 

the dynamics of policy-making in the EU. We have noted earlier the focus on 

temporal governing devices, but this is just one of the aspects to be explored further. 

Another has to do with the fact that measures to democratise the EU political system 

should have consequences for the temporal ordering of EU policy-making processes. 

For example, the direct election of the EP and its increasing legislative powers 

should encourage political business cycles in parliamentary legislation. But, as yet, 

we do not know whether this is indeed what has been happening. Similarly, one 

would expect greater cycle effects in the work of the Commission, as it becomes 

more dependent on the EP, but, again, work on this appears to be lacking. 

 

Third, our discussion has noted how the temporality of national politics influences the 

temporal ordering of EU level activities; in this regard, the timing of national elections 
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has received particular attention. But what is arguable even more important is the 

effect of the EU timescape on the temporality of national political systems. A great 

amount of work has, of course, been published over the last decade on the impact of 

EU integration on domestic politics, polities and public policies (much of this is 

summarised in Granziano and Vink 2007). But in this literature, references to 

temporal ordering have been rare. There are several levels to this issue.  

 

At a most general level, EU integration may be seen as a development that 

undermines the capacity of states to act as ‘time-setters’. As Tilly (1994) has pointed 

out in the context of a wide-ranging discussion of the ‘time of states’, ‘state time’ 

deeply affected the societal conception and allocation of time through the ‘state’s 

three great interventions in time – establishing official clocks and calendars, 

controlling the timing of multiple activities, and preempting citizens’ time for state 

service’ (ibid.: 288). As he notes with specific reference to the process of EU 

integration, it is associated with ‘steps that subvert both circumscription and central 

control at a national scale (…) the influence of individual state actions on the overall 

timing of activities with greatly diminish”.  

 

Political and ‘state time’ themselves are likely to be affected as the EU member 

states increasingly become ‘time-takers’. To what extent the fundamental rhythms of 

national-level democracy are affected by progressive integration is open to debate; 

but one would expect that the possibilities for discretion in shaping electorally-

advantageous political ‘business cycles’ declines substantially. The restrictive effects 

of integration of national policy discretion might then lie as much in the time, timing 

and tempo of public policies than in their material effects. One example where this 

dynamic is clearly apparent is in the field of fiscal and budgetary politics (Dyson 

2002; Hallerberg 2004), where EMU has restricted the ability of national governments 

to fashion political business cycles  

 

Although little work has been done on this so far, it seems clear that integration does 

not just affect policy time, but also institutional time. Here, Ekengren’s work (1996; 

1997; 2002) stands out for its detailed examination of the ‘European governance 

calendar’ and the latter’s impact on national administrations. He stresses that there 

are not only many devices – such as EU meeting schedules – ‘for the standardisation 

of a common administrative clock for European governance’ (2002: 79). Critically, 

there is evidence to suggest that this leads to a ‘squeezed national present’. This 
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‘squeeze’ not only implies the need for often extremely speedy responses on the part 

of national administrations; ‘timetables are made much more explicit in European 

governance than in national coordination. One of the most important characteristics 

of these timetables is the fiction of deadlines, which provides the basis for the feeling 

of a very marked and distinct European presence’ (ibid.: 86). According to Ekengren, 

one notable reaction to this ‘squeezed present’ is the strengthening of central 

coordination units: ‘This is one of the main reasons what an active ‘EU Secretariat’ is 

needed. There is simply not enough time, no natural national interval, to achieve a 

general consensus among all the units concerned on all details of policy. The result 

is that the sequence of governmental actions previously taken for is now interrupted 

in the name of coordination. (…) In European governance, the national present is, if 

not disappearing, seriously squeezed between demands for quick action by 

overlapping European timetables’ (ibid.: 84). 

 

The temporal requirements of EU governance would also seem to affect the 

relationship between domestic politicians and bureaucrats. Much more appears to be 

known about the impact of integration on the time budgets of officials than on 

executive politicians (Wessels/Maurer 2003); but it is interesting to note that Lagreid 

et al. (2004), e.g., point to domestic time pressures on politicians as one of the key 

reasons behind their comparative under-involvement in European policy-making 

when compared to officials. To use another example, Lippert and Umbach (2005: 

165-166) report considerable variation amongst CEE countries in ministerial 

participation in Council meetings prior to accession. In the Czech case, ministers 

attended only 54 per cent out of a total of 43 Council meetings (excluding the 

General and External Affairs Council) between 1 May 2003 and 20 February 2004; 

by contrast, in the Slovenian case, the ministerial participation rate stood at 81 per 

cent. At the same time, a study of Czech civil servants concerned with EU accession 

has found that involvement in EU business brings ‘a significant degree of institutional 

autonomy towards domestic politics sine civil servants tend to be more sensitive to 

signals from the EU institutions than those from their political leadership. This 

sensitivity is most pronounced with those who are most exposed to the EU’ 

(Drulák/Česal/Hampl 2003: 651). Without wishing to read too much into these figures 

and assessments, they might be taken to suggest a growing ‘temporal bifurcation’ 

(see also Goetz 2003b: whilst the time budgets of executive administrators seem 

profoundly affected by integration, the allocation of the time of national politicians 

remains chiefly shaped by domestic factors. Moreover, since officials spend relatively 
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more of their time on EU business than most executive politicians, the latter are less 

likely to be socialised into the temporality of EU governance than their officials.  

 

In short, changes in domestic institutional timescapes engendered by integration may 

also be the driving force behind broader patterns of domestic institutional change.  
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